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The cable industry is at a crossroads. No longer are consumers watching news, entertainment, and sports over a limited number of channels at specifically scheduled times of the day. The Internet, ...
Brouhaha in Broadcasting: The Cable Digital Transformation
TikTok’s nearly 700 million users seek medical advice from random individuals and charlatans, since anyone can claim to be a medical expert on this raging social media machine. Dr. Google is also ...
How Robots and A.I. are About To Change This $11 Trillion Industry Forever
Corporate flexibility wasn’t just an asset for company success during Covid. It was essential if they wanted to survive the pandemic. The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) noted ...
What Company Success Tells Us About Flexibility Going Forward
Erica Schultz, CMO of RAIN Group, provides insight on how to breakthrough to make connections and build rapport with HCPs in a time when face-to-face and other interactions have decreased ...
Stumped in Your Sales Calls with Healthcare Providers? Ask These 6 Trust-Building Questions
How can the federal government think about remote work and the workplace environment--and communicate changes to its workforce?
The future of federal work
Colleges and universities can take a cue from the early adopters of online education, which use AI and advanced analytics to provide personalized learning and on-demand student support.
Setting a new bar for online higher education
McKinsey’s research also documents that 51% of employees quitting stated they didn’t feel a sense of belonging at work. [How companies can keep the best parts of work-from-home culture — and ...
It’s time to find out what your valued employees want — before you lose them
Artificial intelligence is here, and it’s disrupting entire industries. Now, it’s coming to the healthcare sector, and it could change everything we know about medicine ...
This Isn’t Sci-Fi: How AI Is About To Disrupt This $11 Trillion Industry
In the face of COVID-19, innovation has stalled, and the brands that have dominated supermarket shelves have been gifted a grace period.
Innovation remains key for SMEs as COVID-19 plays into the hands of big brands
New entrants have now rushed to the market with more specialized virtual ... Amazon plans to expand its virtual care services as well as in-home care to more than 20 major U.S. cities this ...
As the telehealth market shakes out, Teladoc, Amwell feeling pressure from new entrants, more specialization
She pointed to Utah's housing market pricing out veterans ... helps people like McKinsey access housing through Housing Connect and case management from the VA. The waitlist for housing vouchers ...
VA officials offer help, supplies for homeless veterans as winter approaches
The mobile market is substantially penetrated globally with approximately ... time spent with tablets occurs at home. Tablets are used an average of 13.9 hours per week and more frequently at night, ...
Smartphones, tablets and the mobile revolution
InMoment®, the leading provider of Experience Improvement (XI)™ solutions, announced today it has appointed Mehul Nagrani as General Manager, AI Product & Technology. Mehul brings extensive experience ...
InMoment Announces Appointment of Mehul Nagrani as General Manager, AI Product & Technology
Most businesses have just begun the journey to getting on the cloud, according to consultants McKinsey & Co ... whether at work, at home, or while socialising. As he puts it: "It's amazing ...
Internet 2.0: how to cash in on the shift to cloud computing
The announcement also mentioned that the number of unbanked individuals is “as high as 35% in some parts of Europe (McKinsey ... who reside outside of their home nation.” ...
OneFor Teams Up with Moorwand to Introduce New Remittance Service
Fashion executives reported digital to be the biggest opportunity for 2021, with 70 percent of executives expecting growth of more than 20 percent in their e-commerce channels, according to BoF and ...
Here’s Who Is Hiring in E-Commerce and Technology
Agility has arguably been the most important asset for any business since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic – from shifting to new business models at speed, to being able to anticipate and ...
Agility is now a non-negotiable business attribute: here are our top tips to start your journey
According to a recent McKinsey & Company report ... more fluidity and more connected experiences that are individualized, self-driven and skills-forward. Expanding content curation and delivery ...
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